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STATEWIDE PCE NO GROUND DISTURBANCE (NGD) QUALITY CONTROL
PEER REVIEW CHECKLIST & COMMENT LOG
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Review Checklist
Review Checklist
Yes
Yes
No1
No
1.         Was the NGD approved in accordance with the NEPA Manual Section 423 procedural guidance? [Note any specific inconsistencies with those procedures].
1.	Was the NGD approved in accordance with the NEPA Manual Section 423 procedural guidance? [Note any specific inconsistencies with those procedures].
 1a.         Specifically, as part of compliance with NEPA Manual 423 guidance, was resource documentation for ESA and Section 106 "No Effect" findings evidenced in the appropriate ProjectWise region project files?
 1a.	Specifically, as part of compliance with NEPA Manual 423 guidance, was resource documentation for ESA and Section 106 "No Effect" findings evidenced in the appropriate ProjectWise region project files?
2.         Was the Project Vicinity Map included with the NGD document? [NGDs only require the Project Vicinity Map, the NGD Document, and this peer review document].
2.	Was the Project Vicinity Map included with the NGD document? [NGDs only require the Project Vicinity Map, the NGD Document, and this peer review document].
3.   Are the correct CE categories used for all the actions of the project?
3.   Are the correct CE categories used for all the actions of the project?
Peer Review Comments and Preparer Responses
NOTE: Number the comments according to the review item above; use "general" if comment is for general purposes such as suggestions or questions for the Preparer. Reviewer is encouraged to provide responses to Preparer in this box.
Peer Review Comments and Preparer ResponsesNOTE: Number the comments according to the review item above; use "general" if comment is for general purposes such as suggestions or questions for the Preparer. Reviewer is encouraged to provide responses to Preparer in this box.
1  If any checkbox is checked “no”, provide constructive explanations in the comment box for the Preparer. Preparers should provide responses to the Reviewer’s comments, or answers to the Reviewer’s questions. Preparers should also state the changes made to the No Ground Disturbance based on Reviewer’s comments.
1  If any checkbox is checked “no”, provide constructive explanations in the comment box for the Preparer. Preparers should provide responses to the Reviewer’s comments, or answers to the Reviewer’s questions. Preparers should also state the changes made to the No Ground Disturbance based on Reviewer’s comments.
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